Sermon for Lent 5 (Sunday 13th March 2016) - Mike

Fox

(during the Codsall Community Arts Festival 2106)
Isaiah 43:16-21
Philippians 3:4b-14
John 12:1-8

Restoration and Protection Promised
Breaking with the past; pressing towards the goal
Mary Anoints Jesus

Have you ever been past the point of no return, leaving a position of
safety for something else entirely? Our readings all point to that in
one way or another. A simple example might be learning to ride a
bike; maybe some of you remember when you looked round,
discovered that mum or dad was no longer holding on and promptly
wobbled and fell off. Or, perhaps you remember the first day at
school, or nursery, when mum took you from the comfort of the
family home and left you in this strange place to learn to play and
make friends with other toddlers – did you wave goodbye or did you
cry, I wonder. Or, perhaps the time when you left home to strike out
and become rooted in another place, at college, at your first workplace or even as a newly wed.
They all have the potential to strike terror in the heart (what am I letting myself into? do I really
want to go through with this change? what about my family and friends?), but after a little while,
hopefully, things settle down and it all becomes second nature.
I remember working alongside a very bright mathematician at work and it was great learning from
him as we tackled a variety of problems together. One day, he gave in his notice; we had a farewell
lunch for him and he said that he was going freelance … we kept in touch and some time later, he
confided in me that, looking back, he had been quite nervous about whether he would make it on
his own, and it took a year before the work started rolling in. Well, not only did he succeed offering
his services as a statistician, but only a few years later he was able to move on to become a
barrister, yet another change. When we do decide to move on, there is always an element of
unknowing, of uncertainty about what is to come and of how we will cope. In the early 1980s, I
was following the Bishop’s Certificate course and the
follow-on course then to become a reader. I dropped
all that when I learnt that we would be welcoming a
consultant at work whose sole aim was to make us
all creative, all 300 of us – it was a very stimulating
time, one that I look back on with some gratitude; I
think life would have been very different for me if I
hadn’t done that. A few years before that I was in a
job in Glasgow that would probably have taken me
through to retirement if I hadn’t got itchy feet – I’d
have a different accent now for sure if I’d stayed.
I wonder what exciting changes you were all involved with – I’m sure that some of us would be
quite surprised to know what others have been doing with their lives. Sometimes of course, the
options are entirely optional; we can choose whether to get up and go … or not. Sometimes we are
forced into a change: our job disappears; the money runs out; we are hit by illness, or bereavement,
or worse. There are certainly worse things for some of the asylum seekers that have found their
way here; we may get to know some of that terror that they are fleeing from, but it’s certainly not
right to ask them; they will share their story, or little bits of it, as we walk alongside and simply

offer friendship or hospitality. People who are traumatised in some way are fleeing from their
memories as well as the reality.
Think of the Israelites, enslaved by the Egyptians and who eventually find a way to escape. But
even that is fraught with danger. Their former captors realise they have run off and give chase until,
by some miracle, they get stuck in the mud following them across the sea, the path in the mighty
waters that Isaiah speaks of … and then he says, with some feeling: “do not remember the former
things … I will make a way in the wilderness” [Isaiah 43:18-19] and they spent years waiting to
find their “promised land”. Many asylum seekers will spend empty years awaiting their case to be
heard before they can be clearer about their future – how anxious some of them must be!
In our second reading, we hear Paul speaking with
enthusiasm about his promised land – he had been
the terrorist, of the new Christians at least; they had
sprung out of his well-founded Jewish tradition and
had turned it upside down, and he was having none
of it. They needed to be exterminated before they
could do any further damage. By all accounts, he
was just as ruthless as some of the people we hear
about today performing ethnic cleansing and for
similar reasons; Paul had the same determination as
some of the rival factions that we hear about in the Syria and the Middle East … and Russia under
Putin is taking a much harder line as well nowadays. Some of you may well have heard Shirley
Williams last Wednesday taking us through all that she felt was wrong with the world today and
where the roots of the troubles lie. We can’t do much about our history, but we can seek to put right
what we have inherited: part of that requires that we seek reconciliation and ways of living
alongside people with different perspectives. Once Paul had seen the light, he was just as energetic
as before, but he was much more heavenly focussed, seeking that of God in all those he met.
The images all around us in church show something of the times we have been through over the last
100 years; the European Union was created in part to ensure that we work together for good and we
try and understand each other better so that war is not even contemplated. But it is a hard road to
follow and the tensions build up over all kinds of
things, some of which seem rather trivial
sometimes. The refugee crisis, for example, cannot
be solved unless we help local people rebuild their
communities on the land that they have come from;
it will be costly in time, money and resources, but it
must be done. There are some things where we
need the co-operation to spread across the whole
world. Tackling climate change is one such area –
we may not see out another century if we cannot
find ways to curb our relentless burning of fossil
fuels, and forests in some places. We’ve not done
enough about sharing the world’s resources either –
eradicating poverty and disease requires that we
share wealth and scientific knowledge so that we
can build ourselves up together.

This is why Jesus came to live among us. He knew that there will always be divisions on earth:
“you always have the poor with you”, he said, after Mary had anointed him with the precious
ointment. But he had a greater vision. His aim was to bridge the gap between earth and heaven and
by absorbing the great animosity against him as he suffered on the cross, he showed us the way to
come close to our Father in heaven. Judas was desperately concerned about the waste of precious
ointment and the wealth it represented; Mary was oblivious to earthly demands as she anointed his
body as it would be again in less than a week’s time. Lazarus had succumbed to some earthly
condition, but had been raised to sit again at the side of Jesus at the heavenly dinner table.
How are we going to recognise the change we need to make in order to become free of earthly
constraints and come face to face with our heavenly Father? It is part of our journey through Lent
towards the cross and beyond. On a personal level, it is something that we must do for ourselves;
on a more communal level, we must do it in relationship with one another; on a global level, we
must become reconciled to the great variety that there will always be here on earth; on a universal
level, we must become in tune with the source of all that is.
Peace between nations, peace between neighbours,
peace between lovers, in love of the God of life.
Peace between person and person, peace between wife and husband,
peace between parent and child, the peace of Christ above all peace.
Bless O Christ our faces, let our faces bless everything.
Bless O Christ our eyes, let our eyes bless all they see.
(derived from Carmina Gadelica)
… in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, AMEN

